Tennis Tournament Results
Southern Intercollegiates
Sep 24-26, 2021 at Athens, Ga. (Dan Magill Tennis Complex)

Singles competition

Sept. 24, 2021
#68 Stefan Dostanic (USC) def. #20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) 7-6 (7-5), 6-4
Justin Boulais (Ohio State) def. #107 Bradley Frye (USC) 6-1, 6-4
Peter Makk (USC) def. #99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) 6-1, 7-6 (7-4)
Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Samuel Rubell (USC) 3-6, 7-5, 6-4
Ryder Jackson (USC) def. Lancelot Carnello (Ohio State) 6-4, 1-6, 6-1

Sept. 25, 2021
#20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) def. #23 Hamish Stewart (Georgia) 6-1, 6-3
JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. Tristan McCormick (Georgia) 6-2, 6-3
#12 Trent Bryde (Georgia) def. Justin Boulais (Ohio State) 6-3, 6-7 (2-7), 7-5
Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Miguel Perez Pena (Georgia) 6-3, 6-0
#65 Cannon Kingsley (Ohio State) def. #15 Philip Henning (Georgia) 7-6 (9-7), 6-4
Erik Grevelius (Georgia) def. Lancelot Carnello (Ohio State) 6-4, 6-7 (6-8), 6-3

Sept. 26, 2021
#20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) def. #58 Siem Woldeab (Texas) 6-3, 6-3
#17 Micah Braswell (Texas) def. Justin Boulais (Ohio State) 3-6, 6-1, 6-3
#99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. Evin McDonald (Texas) 6-3, 6-3
Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Nevin Arimilli (Texas) 6-7 (5-7), 6-4, 10-3
Lancelot Carnello (Ohio State) def. Eshan Talluri (Texas) 6-4, 6-4

Doubles competition

Sept. 24, 2021
#40 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Stefan Dostanic/Peter Makk (USC) 8-4
Cannon Kingsley/JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. Bradley Frye/Lodewijk Westrate (USC) 8-7 (7-5)
Justin Boulais/Lancelot Carnello (Ohio State) def. Ryder Jackson/Paul Barretto (USC) 8-4

Sept. 25, 2021
Robert Cash/Justin Boulais (Ohio State) def. #25 Hamish Stewart/Tristan McCormick (Georgia) 8-4
Trent Bryde/Philip Henning (Georgia) def. Matej Vocel/JJ Tracy (Ohio State) 8-2

Sept. 26, 2021
Robert Cash/Justin Boulais (Ohio State) def. Micah Braswell/Evin McDonald (Texas) 8-7 (7-2)
Siem Woldeab/Nevin Arimilli (Texas) def. Matej Vocel/JJ Tracy (Ohio State) 8-4
Lancelot Carnello/Eshan Talluri (Texas) def. Danny Flynn/Samuel Macleod (Mercer) 8-6

Tournament notes: